Impact of Teaching Methods on Learner Preferences and Knowledge Gained When Informing Adults About Gene Editing
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Abstract

Consumer acceptance of gene-editing technologies is a major hurdle to technology use, and opposition to gene-editing technologies may accompany a lack of knowledge by consumers. The purpose of this mixed-method study was to describe which method of instruction, behaviorism or constructivism, consumers preferred when learning about gene-editing and determine which method resulted in the highest amount of knowledge gained. Data were collected from eight focus groups across the country through a multiple-choice knowledge scale and open-ended questions. The qualitative results indicated that the participants preferred the behaviorism style over constructivist style due to the clarity of materials, the efficiency of time, and individual work. A large portion of participants felt the exposure to both teaching methods gave them more knowledge, that the information was interesting, and that they wanted more information. The quantitative results indicated that the behaviorist teaching method scores were significantly higher than the constructivist style of teaching. We recommend that practitioners align the appropriate teaching method with the amount of time allowed for the lesson, to use a variety of strategies when using behaviorist methods, and provide guidance and structure when using constructivist methods.
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Introduction and Problem Statement

Gene editing has been proposed as part of the agricultural technology and innovation needed to feed our ever-growing population (Godfray et al., 2010). Gene editing is a technology that allows scientists to make changes to DNA including removing, adding, or replacing DNA (National Human Genome Research Institute, 2021). However, consumer acceptance of science and gene-editing technology is essential (Baker & Burnham, 2001). While an extensive body of literature exists regarding the often-negative perceptions of genetically modified food (Yang & Hobbs, 2020), less research has examined perceptions of gene editing in the food and agricultural context. Yang and Hobbs (2020) found that cultural values, along with attitudes toward science and technology, and risk/benefit attitudes toward gene editing all impacted acceptance and that opposing attitudes appeared to be weaker than attitudes of opposition regarding genetic modification. McCaughey et al. (2019) found that adults from 125 different countries did not necessarily distrust gene editing for human applications, but they needed a better understanding of the technology to form their opinions. Although early research seems to suggest less opposition to gene edited foods (Food and Drug Administration, 2020) as compared to genetically modified foods (Food and Drug Administration, 2020), the opportunity exists to better understand how to inform consumers, who are likely three to four generations removed from production agriculture (Roberts et al., 2016).

Andragogy, a blend of different educational theories that address adults’ learning preferences and the differences in how knowledge is assimilated (Knowles, 1980), provides a lens through which to understand how adult education impacts knowledge of gene editing in agricultural applications such as crop and livestock modifications. By understanding the influence of adult education on knowledge of gene editing, we can further understand how future acceptance or opposition to the technology in agriculture may evolve with different instructional methods. The purpose of this study was to describe consumer instructional preferences between behaviorism and constructivism and how these different methods impacted knowledge.

Theoretical and Conceptual Framework

We utilized the learning theories of behaviorism and constructivism to frame the experimental design, qualitative focus group questions, development of lesson plans, and teaching strategies utilized. Additionally, andragogy was used to frame the experience of the adult learners, the development of lesson plans, and served as a lens during data analysis. Andragogy is the teaching framework that is the basis for adult learning that differentiates itself from pedagogy or youth learning (Knowles et al., 1998). The underpinnings for andragogy lie in Knowles’ et al. (1998) six assumptions of adult learning: (a) Learner’s need to know, (b) Self-concept of the learner, (c) Prior experience of the learner, (d) Readiness to learn, (e) Orientation to learning, and (f) Motivation to learn. Andragogy also asserts that adults typically have more, and varied learning experiences compared to children. Educators should focus on adding to adults’ baseline knowledge (Knowles, 1980). Adults experience learning when new meaning impacts an earlier experience or opinion, causing them to reinterpret the old
experience (Gutierrez et al., 2010). The andragogy assumptions further state that educators should ensure a learner-centered approach and should take on more of the role of a facilitator rather than a teacher (Cochran & Brown, 2016). This approach allows the learner to take ownership of the material, allowing the adult to be oriented to learning.

Behaviorism, commonly associated with lecture-based teaching, is the oldest and most classic learning theory (Autrey, 1999; Bandura, 1977; Skinner, 1938; Skinner, 1963). Behaviorism is a teacher-centered approach, also known as a direct instruction approach. Contradictory to the assumptions of andragogy, behaviorism considers that learners are a blank slate and can learn information from expert knowledge and sources (Hallman et al., 2003). During direct instruction, learners receive knowledge from an expert in an explicit manner then engage with the provided material, and the educator assesses if learning has occurred before moving onto the next material. This method is commonly considered very intensive and places a great deal of emphasis on explicit instruction, the expertise level of the educator, and the delivery, practice, and review of material (Autrey, 1999).

Contrary to behaviorism, constructivism is a learner-centered approach that engages the learner in developing knowledge (Bezuidenhout et al., 2004; Piaget, 1970; Simpson, 2002). This method is learner-centered, as it allows learners to create their ideas and thoughts through self-discovery. In this method, teachers help facilitate knowledge growth instead of directly giving it (Fosnot, 1996) and knowledge is constructed by peers, superiors, and others (Smith, 2015).

Experts have debated about whether behaviorism or constructivism is most effective (Kirschner et al., 2006). Studies focused on behaviorism have shown that learners who receive worked examples rather than unaided forms of problems had a higher transfer of knowledge (Atkinson et al., 2000; Clark & Estes, 1998, 1999). Further studies have shown that direct instruction allows for substantial knowledge transfer (Klahr & Nigam, 2004; Schwartz & Bransford, 1998), a more significant improvement in conceptual knowledge, and the ability to understand future material (Rittle-Johnson et al., 2001). When comparing behaviorism and constructivism, long-term effects of learner recall have shown little difference quantitatively, but qualitatively there have been differences in learning from those that had an active engagement with the materials (Semb & Ellis, 1994). Additionally, constructivist approaches have found to be effective when teaching science concepts (Adak, 2017), and behaviorism does not allow for active learning processes often used when teaching science (Agarkar & Brock, 2017).

**Purpose**

This mixed-method study describes which method of instruction, constructivist or behaviorist, was preferred and resulted in highest knowledge gained among adults learning about gene editing. The following research objectives and questions guided the inquiry:

1. Describe participants’ knowledge after participating in a single instruction method.
2. Determine if a difference exists between knowledge gained after participating in a singular instruction.
3. Describe the participants’ knowledge after participating in both instruction methods.
4. Identify whether the order of participation in the instruction method impacted knowledge.
5. What method of instruction do adult learners perceive to be more beneficial to learning information?
6. What degree of alignment does the learner’s teaching methods preference have with their amount of knowledge gained from that teaching method?

**Methods**

**Design and Sampling**
We used a mixed-method concurrent design collecting data at the same time and location (Creswell, 2014; Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2010). A mixed methods approach allowed us to capture both knowledge gained and participant perceptions. We collected data during the winter and spring of 2020 from participants in eight different in-person focus group discussions, in four different locations (Dallas, TX; Columbus, OH; Philadelphia, PA, San Francisco, CA). We selected these locations to represent the United States’ diverse regions and temperaments of individuals (Rentfrow et al., 2013).

We utilized a third-party organization to identify potential participants using the organization’s voluntary log for each city, and we then nonrandomly selected participants. A recruitment script qualified participants based on age, gender, income, employment, cell phone ownership, confirmation of state residency, and trust in science. We were not interested in subcategories of people based on demographic characteristics and thus recruited for a mix of ages, genders, income, and employment comparable to the U.S. adult population (Krueger & Casey, 2014). Additionally, the participants had to own a smart phone to participate in the designed focus group activity and score at least a 21 out of 35 (60%) on the trust in science questions (National Science Board, 2018). Potential participants scoring lower than 21 were excluded from the research to eliminate strong negative biases against science from the discussion. We made this decision following a recommendation from our panel of experts, which included individuals with expertise in science communication, genetic modification technologies, behavioral economics, and andragogy.

We recruited 10-12 participants in each location as recommended by Krueger and Casey (2014), however some of the recruited participants did not attend the focus groups. A total of 65 individuals participated in the focus groups, with 4-9 individuals participating in each group. The participants were purposively placed into one of two experimental groups by focus group to keep their focus group intact, with group one receiving a behaviorist teaching method first and group two receiving a constructivist teaching method first. After each teaching method, all participants received a knowledge test (see Figure 1).
Figure 1

**Experimental Design**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group 1 (Philadelphia 1, Dallas 1, Columbus 1, San Francisco 1):</th>
<th>X1  O  X2  O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group 2 (Philadelphia 2, Dallas 2, Columbus 2, San Francisco 2):</td>
<td>X2  O  X1  O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. X1 = Behaviorist Method, X2 = Constructivist Method, O = Knowledge Test*

**Experimental Treatments**
One researcher who was an agricultural education Master’s student taught both the behaviorist and constructivist treatment in person. The behaviorist teaching method introduced the subjects to gene editing through two brief videos and a researcher developed article. One of the videos was from DuPont and timestamps shown were 0:33 – 2:33 (Pioneer Seeds United States, 2017). The other video was from Best Food Facts, a non-industry internet blogger, and timestamps shown were 0:00 – 3:02 (Best Food Facts, 2018). Participants were given shortened versions of each video and were not aware of the source from the DuPont video due to time constraints. After group discussion, the knowledge test was administered. The constructivist teaching method started with randomly dividing the participants into three groups. Each group was assigned one of three gene editing topics (comparison to other technologies such as genetic modification, uses, or regulation). Participants researched their given topic through provided researcher developed articles or self-discovery using their mobile devices. They were asked to share what they learned with the group. After group discussion, the knowledge test was administered. Each teaching method treatment lasted 30 minutes to allow time for other components of the research.

**Quantitative Methods and Analysis**
We used quasi-experimental design to understand which treatment resulted in more knowledge gained (Creswell, 2014). We collected knowledge data through a 10-question, multiple-choice test we developed, confirmed by our panel of experts. A pilot test \((n = 9)\) was conducted to estimate test/re-test reliability through bivariate correlates. Question three was reworded as a result of the pilot \((n = 9, \rho = -0.109, \rho = .780)\). Question four \((n = 64, \rho = .241, \rho = 0.55)\) and question six \((n = 62, \rho = .223, \rho = .085)\) did not meet reliability standards but were left in as this study was exploratory. Caution should be used in interpreting the knowledge test. Data for objectives one and three were analyzed using descriptive statistics and objectives two and four were analyzed using an independent sample \(t\)-test to compare the group scores.

**Qualitative Methods and Analysis**
A collective case study was chosen and bound to emphasize the selection of individuals with neutral or positive trust in science (Miles & Huberman, 1994; Stake, 1995; Yin, 2003). In person focus groups were facilitated by the same researcher who taught the lesson and included questions focused on participants’ preferences in teaching methods and lesson components. Example focus group questions included: *which activity did you prefer and why, what could have been changed about either method that would have helped you engage and learn from the material, and how has learning about this information changed your thoughts and feelings about gene editing.* The focus group audio, video, and transcription served as the primary data.
sources. Participant notes, annotations, flip charts, and focus group field notes served as ancillary data sources. Method triangulation was achieved through the multiple data sources (Carter et al., 2014). All data sources were coded and then categorical aggregation was used to identify emergent themes and pseudonyms were assigned (Creswell, 2013). Passages from the collected data were determined if they were meaningful and then given a code that summarized the passage. Then, similar passages were clustered together for themes, and consistent re-working of the themes was accomplished, as no themes were pre-determined. The data were then separated into the teaching method order that was received to analyze if differences occurred in their viewpoint based on the order of teaching methods. The data were developed using naturalistic generalizations, to understand the data and transfer to other cases (Creswell, 2013). Trustworthiness was upheld through moderator guides, member checking through summaries at the end of the focus groups, peer debriefs through monthly research team members, and thick, rich descriptions (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). The data were analyzed by an agricultural education master’s student who grew up on a grain farm in the Midwest. The themes were confirmed by two faculty members one specializing in agricultural education and the other in agricultural communication, both with ties to production agriculture.

Convergent Data Analysis
We analyzed the quantitative and qualitative data separately for each independent question and objective (Creswell & Clark, 2017). The qualitative and quantitative data were then triangulated to address the convergent question.

Findings
The study’s findings should be interpreted with caution due to the limitations including non-random and purposive sampling, limited instruction time, repeated measures, and incentivization of participants ($100 in OH, PA, TX, $125 in CA due to higher cost of living). Funding was provided through a United Stated Department of Agriculture (USDA) Agricultural and Food Research Initiative (AFRI) grant.

Quantitative Findings
Objective 1: Describe participants’ knowledge after participating in a singular instruction method.
The participants completed the knowledge test after the first instructional method. The participants’ \( n = 30 \) average score of correct answers after receiving the behaviorist method was 5.20 out of a possible 10 questions \( (SD = 1.97) \). The participants \( n = 34 \) average score of correct answers after the constructivist methods was 3.65 out of a possible 10 questions \( (SD = 2.20) \).

Objective 2: Determine if a difference exists between knowledge gained after participating in a singular instruction.
Participants of the behaviorist lesson on average scored higher \( (M = 5.20, SD = 1.97) \) than those who participated in the constructivist lesson \( (M = 3.65, SD = 2.20) \). The mean difference of 1.55
was statistically significant ($p = .004$) and represented a medium effect size ($t(62) = 2.96, p = .004, d = 0.74$).

**Objective 3: Describe the participants’ knowledge after participating in both instruction methods.**

The total participants’ ($n = 64$) average score after engaging in both instructional methods was 5.76 out of a possible 10 questions (SD = 2.12). Group 1 participants’ ($n = 30$) average score after the behaviorist-constructivist methods was 5.37 (SD = 2.14). Group 2 participants’ ($n = 34$) average score after the constructivist-behaviorist methods was 5.58 (SD = 2.12). Number of correct answers by treatment group for each survey question, at both measures, can be found in Table 1.

**Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey Questions</th>
<th>Test 1</th>
<th>Test 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Group 1</td>
<td>Group 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the USA, “GMO” crop refers to:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. “Gene Edited” crop</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. “CRISPR” modified crop</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. “Genetically-moved” crop</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. “Transgenic” crop*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Which country/region has mandatory food labeling for gene edited crops due to opposition?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. European Union*</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. United States</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. China</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Brazil</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is one of the ways “traditional GMOs” and future gene edited crops differ?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Traditional GMO crops are less expensive</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Ingredients from traditional GMO crops have different regulations in food*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Traditional GMO crops have received less criticism than gene edited crops</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Traditional GMO crops have not been modified as much as gene edited crop</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene editing technology is different than prior technology for GMOs because it can:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Target specific genes in the genome for inactivation*</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Create large inserts in a cell’s DNA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Is focused specifically on fruits and vegetables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Creates less pollution and run-off due to chemical usage</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey Questions</th>
<th>Test 1</th>
<th>Test 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Number of correct answers for each knowledge test question</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is a legitimate concern about genetically engineered crops since they were first used in 1996?</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Weeds and pests develop resistance to traits used to combat them.*</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Cases of toxicity have been identified in humans that consume them.</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Genes will jump from the foods to humans.</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Insecticide use on crops has increased since they were introduced.</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is an example of transgenesis that is currently being used for humans?</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Gene encoding Amoxicillin</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Gene encoding Insulin*</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Gene encoding Melatonin</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Gene encoding Lipitor</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene Editing technology uses genes from:</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Same species, same genus*</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Different species, same genus</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Different genus, same family</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Different class, same kingdom</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene edited crops to hit the market are used for:</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. A combination of quality, nutrition, sustainability, and taste.*</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Used exclusively for ease of farmer and marketer</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Mainly for creating higher yields and more food per land size</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Only to allow food that will allow for less diseases to spread</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The use of selective breeding and the pre-cursor to gene editing technology dates back:</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. About 20 years ago</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. About 100 years ago</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. About 1000 years ago</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. About 9000 plus years ago*</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene edited crops have the capabilities to do all right now, BUT:</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Create hypo-allergenic foods</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Create self-sustaining energy*</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Create longer shelf-life produce</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Create more production per acre</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. * Indicates correct answer

Group 1: X1 O X2 O, Group 2: X2 O X1 O, X1 and X2 indication found in Figure 1
Objective 4: Identify whether the order of participation in the instruction method impacted knowledge.

On average, participants who started with the constructivist method (Group 2) scored higher on the second knowledge test ($M = 5.76$, $SD = 2.12$) than those who started with the behaviorist teaching method ($M = 5.37$, $SD = 2.13$). However, the mean difference of -0.39 was not significant ($t_{62} = -0.75$, $p = .458$, and represented a negligible effect size ($t(62) = -0.75$, $p = .458$, $d = -.19$).

Qualitative Findings

Qualitative data were analyzed to determine what method of instruction the adult learners perceived to be more beneficial to learning information on gene editing. From the analysis, themes emerged within both the behaviorist and constructivist instructional methods and no themes emerged regarding preferences toward the order to which participants engaged in the two teaching methods. For the behaviorist method, four themes emerged and included: materials provided, individualized work, predetermined learner preferences for multimodal materials, and time constraints of lesson. For the constructivist method two themes emerged and included: collaborative learning and unlimited resources with limited time.

Participants’ Preference of Instruction Method: Behaviorism

Materials Provided. A majority of participants noted that inside of the behaviorist instructional method, the clear and concise information that was presented helped them learn more and thus influenced their preference. The information presented to the participants allowed the participants to compare terminology, as Yander stated, “I wanted a copy of [the materials] because I thought it was very explicit. It was really clear you could find the difference between GMO and genetic altering.” The materials that were provided to the participants also helped guide them in learning information. As Yvonne stated, it helped them learn about gene editing, "because there was more information, and we weren’t looking out, because we were guided." Nicky also said, “I liked it because it was more concise, and it gave you the information. It gave you a place to go.” The participants also sensed that information from the behaviorist method would give them more direction in terms of questions that would be on the test.

Individualized Work. A majority of participants also preferred the behaviorist teaching method due to being able to do individual work. Some participants felt more comfortable working alone and able to focus more. Frank stated, “I’m not distracted by the other people, and I can get to what I want to find out.” Additionally, many participants discussed that they appreciated having time to individually read and reflect prior to engaging in a large group discussion. Other participants liked the individual work because of not being forced to share and present information. Otis was the first participant to answer the question and mentioned he preferred the method due to, “Reading and watching the videos, because I’m not much into giving presentations.” Others wrote down that they also did not enjoy presenting or that they just wanted to sit and learn. The feeling of displeasure was expanded with Fran feeling uneasy about presenting information they were not an expert on by saying, “It’s a concept and a subject that I really have very little information on, so it wasn’t comfortable for me talking.
about it.” The participant was observed as being disgruntled that they had to present information to others.

**Predetermined Learner Preferences.** A majority of participants also stated they appreciated being able to see and hear the information reinforced in the materials. Some participants came into the focus group with the idea that they had a certain preference for learning using multi-modal materials, potentially biasing them toward certain materials. For instance, Wayne said, “The best part about the second one [behaviorist method], I thought, was the visuals. Yeah. Yeah. I’m a visual person, so I preferred that one.” Others in the same group also commented and nodded their heads when they heard this. The idea of being able to see the materials was also shared across other focus groups. Kriss also stated that, "I thought the videos were very helpful just because of the visual." The same sentiment from Kriss was also shared by Cad, a participant from a separate group. Ike added, “The video and reading, that helped I feel like more because I think it was--I mean that's just how I learn. I'm a visual audio learner." The multi-modal presentation with ability to hear the information, in a video and not just through a picture, helped them learn information.

**Time Constraints of Lesson.** Lastly, many participants preferred the behaviorist method due to the amount of time given for each instructional method. The participants felt that given the short amount of time they had for each instructional method, the behaviorist method best used the time. The participants felt rushed in the constructivist teaching method, as Stan stated, “I preferred the first [behaviorist method], because I didn’t feel the second one [constructivist method] really gave us enough time to do what we needed to do. We didn’t have a chance really to communicate with each other afterwards or compare what we had read.” The written responses were also flooded with short comments from just the simple comment of “TIME [sic],” to comments that participants wanted more time to understand in the constructivist method. Some participants felt rushed in the constructivist method, as Carlos commented that “Oh, man, but we didn’t have time to prepare [our lesson in constructivist]." Overall, the limited amount of time overwhelmed the participants along with the added stress of sharing in the limited time in the behaviorist approach.

**Participants’ Preference of Teaching Method: Constructivism**

**Collaborative Learning.** Just over half of the participants discussed that they enjoyed being able to work with others and collaborate to understand the material during the constructivist lesson. Participants were able to gather more information, as Izzy stated that, “You get different insights from your peers, and also, they can help you if you’re just struggling with putting together an idea. They can help you to put closure on that." The participant was then nodding to their teammate during the activity and acknowledged that it was helpful to work with others from different backgrounds. This sentiment of working with people with different backgrounds was shared by Beth as they said, “It was more like people had different views on each thing, we got to read different things, and then come together as a whole and do it.”
These participants felt that working with others also gave them a greater sense of comfort as well. Zora commented, “You get a perspective of what everybody feels or [is] thinking, and it just makes you think even more so, I can’t be all wrong, they were thinking the same thing I was thinking." This thought helped reinforce the participants’ thoughts, and a sense of relief was felt by the participants as they laid back in their seats relaxed as they commented on this statement. The collaboration with others also allowed for having the participants to become more involved. Dave said, “watching a video, reading, is a passive act, acting with people is a much more active act. It’s more involved." Dave was also an educator that shared that his students learn more from group work than writing and watching videos as well.

**Unlimited Resources with Limited Time.** The other major positive that a majority of participants felt through the constructivist method was the ability to have a vast number of resources at their disposal to understand gene editing. The participants were given three articles to start their research, but also were able to use their own technology to research on the given topic of gene editing. This was shared by Tim, who stated,

> I think if we had time to really digest the articles and do research online, that we would have had a broader knowledge and been able to spend time discussing and having that other person’s opinion, and we were just forced to rush through.

The entire section of constructivism was criticized by the limited time. Tim decided that he preferred the behaviorist option but would have chosen constructivist if time wasn’t a factor. Right after the comments by Tim, Uma also stated, “I like the [behaviorist], but if we had unlimited time, I’d definitely like the [constructivist]... It’s very overwhelming, and there’s a lot to learn.” The participant also noted that the constructivist made them feel overwhelmed, but it was not negative. The sense of vast number of materials was also stated by Dan with, “If we had an hour to do that method, I think that would have been extremely helpful. More knowledgeable." Dan could be seen tapping the table and seeming a bit anxious when commenting on the overwhelming amount of material.

**Convergent Findings**

The convergent question sought to understand the alignment of learners’ perceived instructional method preference with their knowledge gained. From the qualitative data, a majority of the participants discussed their preference for the behaviorist teaching method over the constructivist method. Their preference was predicated on the materials that were provided to them. The amount of time allowed in both methods, the visual and auditory information, feeling of more knowledge gained, and being able to work individually were all components of why the participants enjoyed the behaviorist method. Some participants did prefer the constructivist method, but the time that was allowed for them in this setting was a factor for not choosing this method. The preference for the behaviorist teaching method aligned with the knowledge gained, as a statistically significant difference was seen between the behaviorist and constructivist lesson with participants scoring higher after engaging in the behaviorist lesson.

When comparing the second knowledge test, participants who received a constructivist-behaviorist method scored $M = 5.76$, while the behaviorist-constructivist method scored $M =$
The independent samples t-test was not statistically significant, and the order of methods did not appear to impact the number of answers that were answered correctly. Additionally, participants had limited to no conversation that order of the methods impacted the amount of knowledge gained and no qualitative themes emerged regarding the order of the methods.

Conclusions, Discussion, and Recommendations

From the quantitative findings, we concluded that participants displayed a statistically significant higher score on the knowledge test following the completion of the behaviorist lesson as compared to the constructivist lesson which aligns with previous findings (Klahr & Nigam, 2004; Schwartz & Bransford, 1998). We also concluded that after receiving both types of teaching methods, no statistical difference occurred in knowledge test scores. From the qualitative findings, participants overwhelmingly preferred the behaviorist teaching method to that of the constructivist teaching method, which contradicts the assumptions of Andragogy (Knowles, 1980). The participants cited the easily accessible materials, connection of behaviorism with the short time that was given for the lesson, the use of visually to connect to the content being taught, and individualized work. While participants preferred the behaviorist method the most, some benefits of the constructivist approach emerged. Participants appreciated the collaborative nature of the constructivist lesson and the availability of unlimited resources if given the proper amount of time to explore them.

Additionally, there was an alignment with the participants’ preferred instructional methods and the amount of knowledge gained. This finding aligns with prior literature which has shown greater knowledge when learning preference is met (Wilson et al., 2016). Participants overwhelmingly favored behaviorist methods in the qualitative portion of the study and the alignment of preference and knowledge gained was further supported as participants scored higher on the knowledge test following the behaviorist methods as compared to the constructivist method. Based on this alignment, a behaviorist method could be more beneficial to share factual knowledge with adults than a constructivist teaching method when solely using one method and in limited time. However, a behaviorist teaching method may not be desirable for all consumers. Learners, in particular adult learners, want to feel that they are in control of their learning (Knowles, 1980), as adults are self-directed human beings that have shifted from dependent learners to independent learners. However, it is important to note that the behaviorist approaches used during this study were not solely lecture-based and had multiple activities, which may be reason that participants did not point out that they were not in control of their learning. Previous research supports that learners scored higher on an end of course assessment when exposed to a variety of teaching methods as compared to lecture alone (Johnson & Mighten, 2005).

Recommendations can be made for practitioners who are teaching adults about gene editing in agricultural applications such as school-based agriculture teachers, extension educators, and academic and/or industry-based researchers. Whether it is the school-based agriculture teacher or extension educator educating their community members or researchers educating...
consumers about scientific findings, recommendations can be made when using constructivist and behaviorist teaching methods. First, practitioners should consider the amount of time dedicated to the lesson. Longer lessons would be more suitable for the exploration necessary for constructivist methods. Whereas behaviorist methods are more appropriate for shorter lessons and short non-formal learning engagements. For constructivist methods it is recommended that sufficient time be provided to allow learners time to explore the numerous resources available and reflect (Cooperstein & Kocevar-Weidinger, 2004). If time is limited, the educator should consider restricting the resources learners use or provide guidance on potential resources to use. Second, educators should provide clear directions and structure to the learners, especially if the learners have no prior experience with the topic. When using behaviorist teaching methods educators should use multiple approaches beyond just direct instruction such as questioning, drills, guided practice, and consistent review. Finally, learning materials should have both visual and auditory components to engage a variety of learner preferences.

Recommendations for future research can be made to further investigate and enhance educating adults about complex scientific topics, such as gene editing. First, this study could be replicated by increasing the instructional time for each teaching method and increasing the sample size. Next, a study should integrate both behaviorist and constructivist instructional methods in a single learning setting to then be compared to the use of each method separately. Lastly, research should explore how gene editing curriculum and communication tools could engage adult learnings in more meaningful ways to move beyond rote memorization to constructing knowledge which could influence their scientific perceptions.
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